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1. INTRODUCTION 
In d i f fus ion flames mixing of the reactants takes place simultaneously 
with the chemical react ion. I f the Reynolds number is large mixing takes 
place only in th in layers, which in most cases of in terest are also v o r t i -
c i t y layers, and thereby subject to the Helmholte-Kelvin i n s t a b i l i t i e s that 
lead to turbulence. When a di f fus ion flame is established in the mixing 
layer surrounding a fuel j e t , the heat release due to the chemical reaction 
leads to changes in the flow structure and to a lowering of "the e f fec t ive 
Reynolds number around the flame sheet, so that i t is often possible to ob-
serve very beaut i fu l coherent structures. See, for example, Dumont and 
Borghi (1986). 
The d i f fus ion flame, under stationary condit ions, is anchored close to 
the s p l i t t e r p la te , or in jector l i p , only for low values of the fuel j e t 
ve loc i ty . I f the s p l i t t e r plate is cold the reaction is quenched close to 
the p la te , and there is a small region ahead of the flame where the fuel 
and oxygen mix and are heated by upstream heat conduction from the flame. 
The size of the region of flame attachment is such that the. Reynolds number, 
UN^N/VC. based on the character ist ic size 6 N , typical local flow veloci ty 
U|s|, and i n i t i a l kinematic viscosity v „ of the a i r , is of order one. This 
is so as to allow for a balance of convection and heat conduction. For the 
typ ica l l y large values of the Reynolds numbers, based on the ' fue l j e t ra-
dius a, and maximum veloci ty U^, which are encountered in pract ice the 
flame attachment region is very small compared with a, and i t is embedded 
tn the wake region of the s p l i t t e r p la te. 
Due to the large sens i t i v i t y of the reaction rates with temperature, in 
order to establ ish a flame in the attachment region, the mixture must . be 
ign i ted . This is so, because the spontaneous ign i t ion length of the fuel 
a i r mixture i s of the order of Ui times the adiabatic explosion t ime, eva-
luated for the s to ich iomet r ic mixture of the fuel with a i r at t he i r i n i -
t i a l temperatures T,,,, and th is is too long fo r the reaction to occur in the 
combustion chamber. Therefore, i gn i t i on must be accomplished a r t i f i c i a l l y 
by local heating of the mixture; then propagation along the mixing layer 
must take place un t i l the flame is anchored at the attachment region of the 
s p l i t t e r p la te , i f the j e t veloci ty is smaller than a c r i t i c a l value of 
flame detachment; f o r hfgher values the flame w i l l be l i f t e d to a l i f t - o f f 
distance, see.Peters (1984). 
2. CURVED FLAME FRONT PROPAGATION 
In order to describe the process of flame propagation along mixing 
layers, Dold (1987) has presented an asymptotic analysis based on the large 
typical values of the act ivat ion energy of the react ion. Even though the 
ef fects of the thermal expansion are not accounted for in Dold's or ig ina l 
analysis, i t can be generalized to include these important e f fec ts . 
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When the flame in established in a mixing layer, where the mixture frac-
tion Z varies from 0, on the air side, to 1, on the fuel side, i t becomes 
curved because i t moves faster along the stoichiommetric surface Z=ZS than 
on the air side, where i t is lean, or on the fuel side, where i t is rich. 
Notice that a diffusion flame, lying along the stoichiommetric surface Z=ZS 
is left behind the curved flame front. In this flame the temperature is the 
adiabatic flame temperature Tf for the stoichiommetric mixture fuel arid air, 
if the Lewis numbers are equal to one. 
The premixed flame temperature TD drops rapidly from Tf, when moving 
away from the stoichiommetric surface. If the ZeTdovich number e=E/RTf is 
large, the local flame velocity decreases by. a factor of Order unity when 
the variation of Z from Zs is of order 1/B, and the flame bends backwards 
rapidly in a distance «m/e. This is the characteristic size of the nose re-
gion of the curved flame front, small compared with the characteristic 
widthSm of the mixing layer.. 
If we use a reference system moving with the curved flame front the 
process appears steady and quasi two-dimensional. Even when using the ther-
mal* diffusive model, the analysis becomes very complicated if one looks, 
as Dold does at the distinghished limit for which 5m/e is of the order of 
the characteristic preahet zone 6p, of the stoichiommetric flame (of velocity 
Up such that O p / v ^ l ) . If we consider the flame front propagation process 
for values of sm/B6p»l viscous and diffusion effects can be neglected out-
side the thin curved flame, and flow deflection, due to the thermal expan-
sion in the flames, can be accounted for in the analysis. The density can 
be considered constant, equal to pu , upstream of the flame, and also down-
stream, where the changes in p from the adiabatic flame value Pf are of or-
der pf/B. 
Similarly, we can also neglect the changes in the flow velocity, rela-
tion to the front, of the incoming stream from its value U associated with 
the stoichiommetric surface, because they are 1/B times the velocity dif-
ference accross the mixing layer. Hence the flow upstream of the flame front 
is irrotational with a stream function <(/ that satisfies the equation 
A*=0. (1) 
The mass fraction of fuel and oxidizer as well as the mixture fraction 
are conserved along the streamlines, and are therefore known linear func-
tions of * determined by the Incoming upstream state. The temperature and 
the stagnation pressure are also constant ahead of the flame front. 
Downstream of the flame ftfoot there is vorticity to generated at the flame, 
which is conserved together with the stagnation pressure along the stream-
lines, so that the stream function i> satisfies the equation 
A*=-w(*). (.2) 
The function w(*) is obtained from the jump conditions accross the flame, 
in terms of the local normal flame propagation velocity un, a known func-
tion of the local upstream composition and therefore of i|i. 
The resulting non-linear problem includes the flame front position and 
front velocity U as unknowns to be obtained as part of the solution. 
As a consequence of the gas .expansion associated with the moderately 
large value of Pu/Pf the streamlines diverge before approaching the flame, 
and the velocity along the stoichiommetric surface is reduced from U to up 
at the flame. 
The ratio U/up>l is only a function of Zs and the density ratio Pu/Pf-
If the flame front velocity U is larger than the local velocity at the 
stoichiommetric line the front will move upstream, otherwise it will be 
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l oca l l y blown down. In the f i r s t case there is the poss ib i l i t y that i t w i l l 
move upstream un t i l i t reaches the s p l i t t e r plate or l i p of the in jec to r . 
3. STRUCTURE OF THE FLAME ATTACHMENT REGION 
As indicated before, the size of th is region.«N is such that the local 
Reynolds number is of order un i ty , and the complete quasi-steady form of 
the Navier-Stokes equations, augmented by the conservation equations of 
energy and species, must be used for the descript ion of the flow in the re-
gion, and therefore of the flame attachment process. However, fo r the t y -
p ica l l y large values of the Reynolds number Ui a / v „ , th is region is embed-
ded in a much larger region where the flow can be described using the 
boundary layer approximation, and the Burke-Schumann l i m i t of i n f i n i t e 
reaction rates can be used to describe the d i f fus ion control led combustion. 
See Williams (1985). 
The structure of the outer region is s l i gh t l y d i f fe ren t i n the cases where 
there i s a non-zero flow veloci ty U0 on the a i r s ide, and the case where 
the a i r is o r i g ina l l y stagnant, see Daniels (1977). In the f i r s t case the 
boundary layer approximation f a i l s in a t r i pp le deck region, close to the 
s p l i t t e r plate end but external to the Navier-Stokes region, where the pres-
sure decreases below the ambient. In the second case th i s lowering of the 
pressure in the near wake region is not so strong, and matching of the Na-
vier-Stokes (N-S) region with the outer boundary layer region is possible. 
I t must be pointed out that in th is region, the viscous and d i f fus ion ef -
fects are confined, j us t downstream of the p la te , to a th in mixing sublayer 
placed along the deviding streamline that without d i f fus ion would separate 
the fuel and a i r . The veloci ty along th is l ine and the thickness of the 
mixing layer grow, in th is Goldstein region, as the cubic root of the 
downstream distance. 
The size «N of the Navier-Stokes region is related to the size &Q of 
the fuel boundary layer when i t reaches the s p l i t t e r plate end. This i s 
equal roughly to a i f the flow is of the Poisseui l le type upstream, other-
wise $B<<a- When leaving the (.N-S) region toward the fuel side the veloci ty 
should grow at the same l inear rate shown by the fuel boundary layer close 
to the w a l l . On the a i r side of the (N-S) region the longitudinal veloci ty 
component should tend to zero, i f the a i r is stagnant. These matching con-
d i t ions allow us to obtain the scales fo r the ve loc i ty UN and length ^ 
of the Navier Stokes region. Namely, 
U N / U i = V 6 B (3) 
which together with the re lat ion 
U N « N / V „ = 1 14} 
determines both UM and &^. 
When comparing the residence time, 5 N / U N » in this region with the charac-
teristic reaction time at the adiabatic flame temperature Tf, or, equiva-
lents, with the residence time accross the stoichiommetric planar flame 
5p/Up, we obtain a Damkohler number D. This, together with the Zeldovich 
number 6 =E/RTf and the temperature ratio Tf/T^, are the main parameters 
left, when the conservation equations and boundary conditions are written 
using U^ and <5N as scales. 
One can anticipate that the solution of the resulting problem is multi-
.alued for 6 » 1 , showing the existence of two solutions with attached fla-
mes for values of D larger than a critical value D c. If the plate is not 
thermally insulated the flame will be quenched upstream of a flame stand-
oft distance from the plate 6q of the order of 6N» which is a function of D 
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of the form shown in the figure. 
The branch corresponding to the larger values of 6q may correspond to a 
flame front anchored at the Goldstein region, but it is unstable. 
The details of the analysis sketched here will be presented in a paper 
under preparation to be published elsewhere. 
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